Real-time monitoring of distillations by near-infrared spectroscopy.
A simple device is described to couple a fast-scanning acoustooptic tunable filter-based NIR spectrophotometer to a distillation apparatus for monitoring the condensed vapor in real time. The device consists of a small funnel whose glass neck (2-mm diameter) is bent into an "U" format to produce a flow cell of approximately 150-microL inner volume. A pair of optical fibers is used to deliver the monochromatic light and to collect the fraction passing through the glass tube. The end of the condenser of the distillation head touches the wall of the small funnel. The condensed liquid flows uncoupled from pressure changes in the interior of the distillation head. Absorbance spectra were obtained, during the distillation, as averages of 50 scans (4 s) every 5 s in the spectral range 950-1800 nm with nominal resolution of 2.0 nm. In the first experiments, the distillations were performed at constant power supplied to the sample (25 mL) in a microdistillation apparatus working without any type of reflux column. The usefulness of the real-time monitoring of distillation is demonstrated using some prepared binary mixtures and by comparing the distillation behavior of adulterated and regular gasoline samples. Data analysis and interpretation are facilitated by employing principal component analysis. The system accesses the composition of the condensate, which can separate and concentrate one or more compounds present in the original sample.